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Abstract 
We strengthen a result of Harrington and Shelah (1985) by showing that, unless (ul is an 
inaccessible cardinal in L, a relatively weak fragment of Martin’s axiom implies that there exists 
a A: set of reals without the property of Baire. 
1. Introduction 
Godel [S] noticed that the axiom of constructibility, which he showed to be 
equiconsistent with ZFC, implies that there is a Ai well-ordering of the reals. This in 
turn implies that there exists a di set of reals which is rather pathological, in the sense 
that it does not have some of the properties which have all analytic (z:) sets and are 
usually regarded as desirable, like the Lebesgue measurability or the property of 
Baire. 
Many years later, Solovay [22] showed in a remarkable result that if ZFC plus 
“there exists an inaccessible cardinal” is consistent, then so is ZFC plus “every 
projective set of reals has the Baire property and is Lebesgue measurable”. Thus, the 
question about the property of Baire or the measurability for projective pointclasses 
of complexity greater than E: is independent of the axioms of ZFC, provided that the 
existence of an inaccessible cardinal is consistent. 
Many questions that are independent of the axioms of ZFC can be settled by 
adding to ZFC the assumption known as Martin’s axiom (MA) (see Definition 2.1 
below), introduced by Martin and Solovay in [lS] and proven to be equiconsistent 
with ZFC by Solovay and Tennenbaum [23]. In particular, MA implies that all 
,?Y: sets are measurable and have the property of Baire [ 181. 
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In [21], Shelah constructed for the first time a model where all the d: sets are 
measurable and have the Baire property, assuming only the consistency of ZFC. On 
the other hand, however, Harrington and Shelah [11] showed that under MA, the 
assumption that all d: sets have the Baire property implies that oi is a weak- 
ly-compact cardinal in L. The analogous theorem for the Lebesgue measurability was 
also proved in [l I] for r: sets and later improved to d: sets in [14]. 
These results show that unless we assume that wi is an inaccessible cardinal in L, 
MA implies the existence of rather pathological d: sets of reals. 
In contrast, Kunen has shown that if ZFC+ “there exists a weakly-compact 
cardinal” is consistent, then so is ZFC + MA+ “Every projective set of reals is 
measurable and has the Baire property”. Moreover, in a recent result, Hjorth [lo] has 
proved that MA + Vx c w (x~ exists) implies that all _?Y: sets have the Baire property 
and are measurable. 
In Section 1, we give a complete proof of the Harrington-Shelah theorem: MA+ 
“wi is not inaccessible in L” implies that there exists a d: set without the property of 
Baire. The proof of this result in [l 11 relies on the construction of a Cohen name for 
a Suslin tree, first given by Shelah in [21]. In our proof we will use another 
construction of such a name due to TodorEevic 1251. 
In Section 2 we will show how the main result of Section 1 can be strengthened to 
yield MA(a-centered)+ “every Aronszajn tree is special” + “wi is not inaccessible in 
L” implies that there exists a d: set without the property of Baire. 
Finally, in Section 3 we present some results which determine the relative strength 
of several fragments of Martin’s axiom and show that MA(a-centered)+ “every 
Aronszajn tree is special” is indeed a weak fragment of MA. 
1. Martin’s axiom and the Baire property 
Let M be a model of ZFC + MA + wf = oi. (A4 can be obtained, for example, by 
forcing over L with the Solovay-Tennenbaum iteration (see [23]). Hence, we can have 
2’0 = 0 for 0 any cardinal such that 0 = 13 < ’ > w.) We will construct in this model 
a d: set of reals without the property of Baire. 
For this we first define a tree T of size Ki For every real x we can then obtain from 
T another tree T, with the property that if c is Cohen-generic, then T, is a Suslin tree. 
i.e., a tree of size Ki with no uncountable chain or antichain. We will split the reals 
into two sets according to whether T, has an uncountable branch or is special. i.e., 
a countable union of antichains. Martin’s axiom and the assumption that wf = wi are 
used to make these sets d: and to show that they do not have the property of Baire. 
1.1. A Cohen nume fiw a Suslin tree 
Definition 1.1. Let [wi]* be the collection of all increasing pairs of countable 
ordinals. Suppose e is a function from [wi]’ into some set X. Then, for each C( < 01, 
e, : s[ --t X is given by e,(p) = e(p, 2). 
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The following lemma asserts the existence of a function e: [w,]’ + o which has 
some nice properties. The construction of such a function is well-known (see [15, II, 
5.91). However, the lemma also follows from Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma 1.2. There is e : [w~]~ -+ (0 satisfying the,following conditions: 
(1) For every r < LC), e, is one-to-one. 
(2) For u/l r < /zI < 011. e, and ep lx disagree in only~~nitely many places. 
Moreover, e can he taken to be C1 -definable over N and A, -definable over N,,,, = del 
{XEN: ITC(x)I < q), where N is any transitive model qfZF- + DC’ with CO;” L = CO,. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.4. e is ZO-definable from (C,: c( < (ul ) over 
N,,,, (see Lemma 2.4). But (C,: x < o, ) can clearly be taken AI over N,,,,: simply let 
C, be the least (in the A, well-ordering of L,,,,) sequence converging to 2. 0 
Definition 1.3. Let e: [wl]’ + to satisfy conditions (1) and (2) in the above lemma. 
Define T to be { eB r cc c( d /3-c w1 ) ordered by G. 
Fact 1.4. (1) T is an Aronszajn tree. i.e., a tree of size K, whose levels are all countable 
and which has no uncountable branch. 
(2) For every x < fi < Q~, ep ICI belongs to the level cx of the tree. 0 
Definition 1.5. We say that a tree T = (T, fr) can be embedded into the reals iff there 
is an embedding (i.e., a one-to-one order-preserving mapping) from T into the real 
numbers with the natural ordering. 
Fact 1.6. T can be embedded into the reals. 
Proof. Let f: T + R be given by 
.f(es t4 = 1 j$:ntrange(ed lx)}. 
Since the eg’s are one-to-one, f is an embedding. 0 
Definition 1.7 ([25, 61). For each XEW”, let TX be {x 3 (eg rg): x d p < w1 } ordered 
by G. 
Fact 1.8. (1) For each x E CO”, TX is a tree of height o1 with countable levels. 
(2) If id E w0 is the identity function, then & = T. 
(3) Ifx EW’” is a constant function, then TX consists of only one branch. 
’ ZF- + DC is ZF minus the power-set axiom, plus the axiom of dependent choices 
Proof. (2) and (3) are clear. (1) follows immediately from Fact 1.4, since the map 
eg lcr ++ x 0 (ea TX) preserves levels. 0 
Definition 1.9. For each p E o<‘~ and eS ~CX, es TIE T, let eg rcc 6, e, rv iff 
(1) E < ‘/ and 
(2) VV < Kc&) f e&7) * co(V), e&)E IPI * P(c&)) = P(c&)). 
Corollary 1.10. (1) For every XEO”’ and every e4 /cc, ed t?E T, 
(2) For every PEUI<~ and every eS 1 CI, es 1 y E T, 
elr ta 6, ed t y iff p lt~~h~” “ell tu 6 eb tr”, 
where ? is a name for the Cohen-generic real. 0 
The next lemma is taken from [25, 6.91. 
Lemma 1.11. Suppose N is a transitive model of’ZF_ + DC such that w; = o1 and 
TEN. J~CEO~ is Cohen over N, then N [c] I= “r is a Suslin tree”. 
Proof. Fix A c T, uncountable and suppose that N [c] b “A is an antichain of r’. Let 
(in N[c]) Al= {ePrx:cc(egrcc)EA}. Th en, there exists A* E A’ uncountable and 
PEW <” such that p It A* c_ 2. 
Let n = dam(p). For each ep 1~ in A*, define 
A*(a, 0) = (y d U: e&T) < n}. 
Notice that since, for every p < our, ell is one-to-one, A*(a, 8) has at most n ele- 
ments. So, we can assume that the A*(a, /l)‘s form a d-system with root r and the ep’s 
agree on r. 
Further, we may assume that for every eg 13, ed 17 in A* with 1 d y, (A*(y, S)\r) n 
2 = 8. 
Now given ep IX, es rr in A * with r < 7, we extend P to q as follows: 
Let A = {q < x es(q) # es(q)) and let m = max({eg(q): ~JEA) u {cd(q): q~ A}) + 1. 
We take dam(q) = m. 
Letf= ep’ oes.fis a (partial) one-to-one function. For i < w, let fi denote the ith 
iterate 0f.f: (So,fO is the identity.) Let q be such that 
(1) for all k < n, q(k) = p(k); 
(2) q(k) = p(l) if there exists q E A *(?, fl) with ep(q) = 1 and there exists y =f’(~), 
some i < Q, wtth es(y) = k; 
(3) q(k) = 0 otherwise. 
Notice that q is well defined since if v # q’, thenf”(q) #f’j(q’), all i, j. 
We claim that eS 1~ 6, e6 1;). 
If q < r and ep(v) # es(q) it follows that Y]EA and, therefore, es(q), en(rj)~dom(q). 
If es(q) = I< n, then by (2), de&)) = p(l) and by (1) p(l) = &dv)). 
If e,)(q) 2 n, and if g is the ith iterate off’of some ~‘EA *(cI, fl) with ell(q’) < n, then 
by (2) q(e&)) = p(e&‘)) = q(e&)). 
Otherwise, q(ea(q)) = q(e6(q)) = 0. 
Hence, T, has no uncountable antichain. 
To see that every chain in T, is countable, fix as before A G T uncountable, PEW” 
and, as before, assume that the A *(cx, p)‘s form a d-system with root r and the eg’s 
agree on r. Find e0 /cr, e6 /y E A * which disagree i.e., there is q < x with ep(rj) = k, 
e6(q) = I and k # 1. So, either k > n or 1 > n. Say k 3 n. Extend p to q 
with 141 = max(k, I) + 1 and q(k) #q(l). Then, q forces that ell 1~ and e6 17 are 
incomparable. 
This proves the lemma. D 
So,ifwelet 6; = Uj6,:p~w”“},then~=(Cestcr:cc~B<w,), &)isaCohen 
name for a Suslin tree. 
I .2. Two ccc posets 
Using r we will define two ccc posets PI and Pz. 
Definition 1.12. Let PI = Cohen * 7;:. 
Fact 1.13. For some condition p E PI, p IF “T. has an uncountable branch”. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that VCohe” b“there exists TV T. such that for every 
t’ aT t, {t”:t’ dr. t”) is uncountable”. 0 
Let N be a model of ZF- + DC with oy = wr and such that TEN. Suppose c is 
Cohen over N. Then, in N [c] there is a forcing notion Qc which specializes c. 
Namely, 
Definition 1.14. Let Qc be the following poset: conditions are finite functionsffrom 
T, into Q such that if ep ra 6, e6 I;,, where e, lx, e6 ryEdom(f), then ,f(ep 1%) # 
,f(ea 17). Then the ordering is c 
Fact 1.15. QC is CCC. 
Proof. See [ 12, 4.24.31. 0 
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Let Qi be a Cohen name for Qc, i.e., Q? = U {Q,: ~EO<~}, where fE Q, iff 
(1) fis a finite function with dam(f) E T and ran(f) G w. 
(2) If ep Ia, eb lyEdom(f), then either plte, Ia +$ ed I?, orf(eg rcx) #f(ed 1~). 
Definition 1.16. Let P2 = Cohen * Qt. 
Fact 1.17. Forcing with P2 specializes T,, i.e., N p2 k “r: is the union of countably many 
antichains”. 0 
Lemma 1.18. PI and Pz are A, over N,,,, , where N is any transitive model of ZF- + DC 
with W; = of’. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 1.2 and the definition of T, that T is 
A I over N,,I. 
Now, (p, ?)EP~ iff pECohen A ZE T. 
Moreover, (p,r) <P, (q,o) iffp <Cohen q A z 6, CJ. 
It clearly follows from its definition 1.9 that for each ~EW<~, the relation <P 
between elements of T is AI over N,,,, . So, since Cohen is also A,, it follows that both 
PI and Gp, are A, over N,,I. 
As for P2, (p, T)EP~ iff pew<‘* A z is a function A dam(r) is finite A dam(r) G 
T A ran(z) G w A V’s, tEdom(t)(s 6, t * T(S) # s(t)). 
Moreover, (P, 4 GP, (aa) iffp <Cohen 4 A T c (T. Thus, both P2 and Gp, are also 
A, over N,,. 0 
Corollary 1.19. If N E M are transitive models of ZF- + DC with co; = wf” = of, 
then P;” = Py and PF = Py. 0 
Lemma 1.20. (1) PI is ccc, 
(2) P2 is ccc. 
Proof. (1) Clear, since Cohen is ccc and k&hen “T: is ccc” (see Lemma 1.11). 
(2) Clear, since Cohen is ccc and ItCohen “Q? is ccc” (see Fact 1.15). 0 
1.3. Splitting the reals 
Let N be a transitive model of ZF- + DC with W; = w1 and such that TEN. 
Define, in N, 
A1 = {XEO-: TX has an uncountable branch}, 
A2 = {XEW~: TX is special}. 
Fact 1.21. AI n A2 = 0. 0 
Lemma 1.22. Let N he as above and suppose that N b MAN, (o-centered). Then, in N, 
both A, and A, are C: sets qf‘reals. 
Proof. (I) We work in N. We deal with AI first. XE AI iff 
where X, = (T: (2, P)EX, some 0). 
Claim 1.23. XE AI $ 3aVM (M is a transitive well-founded model of ZF and x, 
aEM + MIuEA~). 
Proof. ( =t- ) Assume x E A 1. Let X c [0112, X0 uncountable, such that V(E, P), 
(y, s)EX(r d ;‘+ eB 1% <, 
L 
ed /y). Notice that since w, = w, , for every real x and 
every X S to,, wf[xl[xl = (ul. Hence, by Lemma 1.2, 
Let (f:: cx < co1 j be an enumeration of the constructible reals (i.e., functions from 
Q into o) in order of construction. For every r < Q, , let a, = {s E CO<“: s is an initial 
segment of,f,}. Let d = {a,: x < 0 1 ). d is an almost-disjoint family. i.e., for every 
II,, q Ed, a, n aD is finite. 
Let r be the d, over NCoI canonical well-ordering of [w112 (see [12, 1.2, p. 201). 
Let P,&. x be the almost-disjoint forcing for d, X. i.e., conditions are functions 
p from a subset of ()_I into 2 such that dam(p) n a, is finite for every VEX, and 
{n: p(n) = 1) is finite. The ordering is inclusion. 
Fact 1.24. (1) Pd. x is o-centered. (See Dejnition 2.2.) 
(2) Let G G P_4,x be generic over some model M. Let a = {n: p(n) = 1 for some 
PEG). Then, 
6) MCGI = Mlal, 
(ii) X = jr(~): a n a, is injnite}. 
Proof. See 112, 4.261. Cl 
Proof of Claim 1.23 (continued). Notice that since 1 L,,]] [x] [X] 1 = K1, there are at 
most K 1 -many dense subsets of PGd, x in L,,,, [x] [Xl. Hence, since MA holds, there is 
G c_ P.c/, x generic over L,,,I [x] [Xl. 
Let a = (n: p(n) = 1 for some p E G ). 
By the properties of the almost-disjoint forcing, L,,,I [x] [X] [G] = L,,,, [x] [a]. 
Moreover, X = {x < or: a n a, is infinite}. Hence, X is coded by a and the uncoding 
process is Cr over L,,,, [x] [a]. 
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Now, let M be a transitive well-founded model of ZF with a, XE M. The following 
holds: 
Claim 1.25. (1) dM = {a,: CI < wf”}. 
M (2) X”=Xnwl. 
(3) x M is unbounded on WY. 
Proof. (1) Clear, by absoluteness of L and the well-ordering of L. 
(2) Clear from (l), since a EM, XM = {r(a) < CO;“: a n a, is infinite}, and being 
infinite is absolute. 
(3) Clear from (l), since new constructible reals appear cofinally on LCoIM. 0 
Proof of Claim 1.23 (continued). Hence, by Lemma 1.2, 
M k “X E [wf”]’ A IX01 > KO A V(c(, fl),(y, G)EX(ep roz 6, ed I?/)“, 
i.e., M 1 “x E A 1”. 
( e ) For the converse, assume 3u VM (M is a transitive well-founded model of ZF 
and x,a~M * M!=xEA~). Let a be a witness. Then, L[x][a]kx~A,. But since 
01 
L[xl[al = o 
12 it follows from Lemma 1.2 that XEA,. This proves Claim 1.23. 0 
Proof of Lemma 1.22 (continued). VM(M is a transitive well-founded model of ZF 
and X,UEM * MkxeA,) is n:(x,u). Hence, A1 is C:. 
(2) We now deal with A,. XEA, iff 
Claim 1.26. XE A2 ifs 3uVM (M is a transitive well-founded model of ZF and 
U,XEM = MkxeA,). 
Proof. As before, but using the almost-disjoint forcing that codesJ 0 
Then, as before, A, is C:. This proves Lemma 1.22. 0 
Under Martin’s axiom, every cui -Aronszajn tree is special (see [12, 4.24, Theorem 
541). Hence, if M is a model of MA + of = ol, then, in M, both Al and A2 are A: sets 
of reals. 
Lemma 1.27. Assume MA + wk = oi. Then, Al does not have the property of Buire. 
Proof. We will show: (1) If Al has the property of Baire, then it is meager. (2) If 
A2 has the property of Baire, then t is meager. 
Suppose A, has the property of Baire and is not meager. Then, we can assume there 
is sE(u(” and m a Bore1 meager set such that [s] \ Al = m. 
In L[m], we look at P =df ((p,f) E P,: s c p}. By Corollary 1.19, P$‘l = 
L [ml 
P, = Py Also, since P, is ccc, so is P. Hence, since MA holds, there is a P-generic 
G over L[m]. G = c * fi where c is Cohen over L[m], H[c] is Q,-generic over 
L[m] [cl, and s c c. Hence, 7; is special and, therefore, c# AI. But since c is Cohen 
over L[m] and m is a Bore1 meager set, c$m. Contradiction. 
The proof of (2) is analogous. I7 
Remark. The same proof gives, under the assumption MA + oF[~’ = wl, some real X, 
that there is a d:(x) set of reals without the property of Baire. 
2. Weakening the assumptions 
Definition 2.1. Let r be a class of posets. Martin’s axiom for r, henceforth denoted by 
MA(T) is the following statement: 
For every poset P in r satisfying the ccc and for every family (Di: i < K), K < 2’0, 
of maximal antichains of P, there exists G s P directed such that for every i < K, 
G n Di # 8. 
MA is MA(ccc). 
Definition 2.2. A poset P is a-n-linked if it can be partitioned into countably many 
classes so that for every pl, . . ..pn in the same class, there exists PEP such that 
p d Pl, . . ..pn. 
P is o-linked if it is a-2-linked. 
A poset P is c-centered if it can be partitioned into countably many classes so that 
for every finite collection p, , . . , pn of conditions in the same class, there exists p in 
P such that p d p,, . . ..p.,. 
Clearly, a-centered implies a-n-linked for all n E o. Also, a-linked clearly implies ccc. 
In this section we will construct a a-linked (actually, o-3-linked) version of the poset 
P, and a c-centered version of P, (see Definitions 1.12 and 1.16) starting from 
a c-sequence on 0,. i.e., a sequence (C,: c( < (0, ) where C, is an unbounded subset of 
Y of order-type o, all 2 < wl. We shall also present an argument of TodorEeviC which 
shows that it is possible to obtain in an indirect way a o-centered analog of P, . Using 
these posets, the proof given in the previous section yields the following result: 
2.1. 
Theorem 2.3. Assume MA(a-centered), plus “Every Aronszajn tree is special”, plus 
L [xl 
Wl = cot, some real x. Then, there is a A:(x) set qf reals without the property of Baire. 
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Items (3) and (4) of the following lemma appear in [25]. We would like to thank 
TodorEevic for pointing out the Property (5) and its relevance to the proof of 
Lemma 2.7. 
Lemma 2.4. There exists e: [ol]* -+ o which, in addition to conditions (1) and (2) in 
Lemma 1.2, satisfies the following: 
(3) t/z < /3 < y < w1 e;,(a) < max(e,(fi), eO(r)). 
(4) Vcc < fl < ;’ < o1 es(a) < max(e;,(z), e,(b)). 
(5) VCX < fi < ‘; < co1 ea(cc) # e,,(b). 
(6) Vcr < fl< w1 V’y < 6 < o1 (es(u) = e6(y) /2 u < y * e,(r) > es(y)). 
Proof. Let (C, : M < w1 ) be a sequence so that 
(1) For every E < I, if x = fl + 1, then C, = {/IS. 
(2) If 2 < o1 is a limit, then C, is an unbounded subset of CI of order-type w. 
Let p : [wl]’ + o be the following function: 
For technical reasons we assume p( p, /I) = 0, for all fi < or. 
We prove (3) and (4) simultaneously by induction on ‘/ < w1 i.e., we assume (3) and 
(4) hold for all CI < /)’ < 7’ < y, and we prove it for y. We shall write pD(c() for p(~, p). 
Let I’ = max{Ps(g),py(fi)). We have to show p,(r) d V. Let 4, = min(C,\a), 
[/i = min(C,\p). If [, = CD, then by induction and (3) we have P:,(M) d 
maxtp&), P@)) < V; by induction and (4) we have p%(t) < max (~~(5) pp(~)} d v 
for < EC, n x = C, n p. If c, < <0, then 5, EC, n /I and, therefore, p,(p) 3 pp(c,). So, 
by (4) ~~,(a) d max{pp(M P&) 1 G V. 
We now check that pa(t) d V, for all 5 EC, n c(. By (4) p,(5) d max{ pp(z), pll(l)J. 
But pp(t) G p;,(b). This shows p,(z) 6 v, and we have proved (3). 
Now let r = max{ p,(p), p&cc)} and let t,, ls be as before. If <, = & = i, then P&U), 
P<(B) d 1). So, by (4) p&d d v. If 5, < cp, then C%E C, n /?. But then, pp(&) < p,(b). 
Also, p:,(r) d p,.(r) and, by (3) pO(r) 6 max{P5,(z), ps(5cI)}. Hence, pp(a) d V. This 
proves (4). 
Note that pa is finite-to-one, although not necessarily one-to-one. We can correct 
this by putting 
eD(x) = 2pfl(r) . (2 . I {l < c(: pa(t) G pa(r)] I + 1). 
We claim that ep is one-to-one: For suppose 6 < y < p and es(S) = es(q). Then, 
~~(8) = pp(~) = n, some nEW, and I{? < 6: pa(y) < nJ_I = I(y < r?: pn(y) < njl. By (4), 
p,(6) < n. So, since p satisfies condition (3) [y < 6: pa(y) d n} G {l: < v]: p,(g) d n}. 
But 6 E { 7 < v]: p,( 1~) < n}. Contradiction. 
It is clear that e also satisfies conditions (3) and (4). 
We will see next that for every LX, /I < ol, e, and e0 disagree in only finitely many 
places i.e., I{yErn/l: e,(y) #ep(y)}I < NO. 
Fix x < fl < wi. Suppose < < CI and e,(t) > ep(a). Then, by (4) e,(S) d 
max(eB(z), ep(<)), which implies e,(r) d es(S). Also, by (3) e8(5) d e,(t). Hence, 
e,(t) = es([). But since the e;, are one-to-one, there are only finitely many places 5 so 
that e,(t) < eD(u). 
To finish the proof of Lemma 2.4 we only need to check that e satisfies condition (6) 
since (6) clearly implies (5). So, fix r < /l < col, 7 < 6 < w1 and suppose eB(r) = es(y). 
Then, pD(x) = pa(y) and I {c’ < x: ~~(5) d pa(~)) I = I(5 < 7’: p,(t) < pa(y)} I. Then, if 
p,(r) < pa(~), we get, using property (4) that (c < z: p,(t) < pII( E {j’ < ;‘: 
p?(l) < pa(y)). But the latter set is strictly larger, because u is one of its elements, 
a contradiction. Hence, p,(r) > ~~(1:). This implies I {t < CY: p,(t) G pp(s())I d I it < ‘a: 
p,(4) d p,(~)}I. i.e., eda) > cd;‘). 0 
Using the function e of the lemma, define T, T,, (xEco’“), 7;-, and P, as in the 
previous section. 
We claim that Pi is o-linked. 
Definition 2.5. For each n E o, let rr,, : [co 1 ] ’ -+ 2 be given by 
7c,(r, b) = 1 iff Vy < r(e,(r)En A Eden * e,(l)) = es(y)). 
Lemma 2.6. For each n EO, (0, is the union of jinitely many sets each of them II,, 
1 -homogeneous. 
Proof. By induction on n E to. 
If II < 1, clear. 
So, let n = m + 1, IN # 0, and suppose the lemma holds for m. Work in a 
fixed rc, l-homogeneous set X. Since for every x, e, is one-to-one, the set F,(M) = 
{pi < I: e,(sci) = 1 < ml has cardinality at most n. Therefore, we can partition X into 
6 Cl < ,! G n k! classes, depending on the cardinality of F,,,(a) and the ordering of the 
Xi’% 
Claim. If x, /i' are in X and belong to the same class, then rc,(c[, /?) = 1. 
Proof of claim. Fix c( < BEX, both SI and fi in the same class. Suppose rc,(cc, fl) = 0. 
Then we distinguish two cases. 
Case (a): There exists CI, < CI with e,(sc,) = m and there exists pi < p with 
eb(fli) = i < m such that c(, = Bi. There are two subcases to consider. 
Suhcase 1: rm = pi and Bi > /jm. Then, by (4) eJ/&,,) < max{ep(pi), ep(/&,)} = 
max{ i, rnj = m. But m = eO(Bm) 6 max{eg(fli), e&am)}. Thus, e,_(P,) = m. But since 
e,(a,) = m, this contradicts (5). 
Subcase 2: SI, = Bi and Bi < pm. BY (4h e,,(ai) d max{e&d, e,(xi)} = 
max(m, i} = m. And by (3) ep(ai) < max{ep(pi), eJai)} = max{i, e&ai)}. Hence, 
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eg(ri) d m. But since flm > IRi, ep(Ui) < m. Therefore, since r, BEX, eo(ai) = e,(wi) = i. 
Contradiction. 
Case (b): There exists ,$,, < p with es(jIm) = m and there exists zj < SI with 
e,(aj) = j < m such that fi,,, = ~j. This case is proved exactly as Case (a) by interchang- 
ing c( and fi everywhere. 0 
Lemma 2.7. For every p E ocw, there exists afinite partition {XF: i < k), where k < o, 
of w1 such that,,for every i < k and every 8, 6~Xp with /? < 6, there exists q 3 p with 
eB 6, ed. 
Proof. Fix PEW”, some n. By the Lemma 2.6, w1 = u, < k Xi, where kEw and 
for each i < k, Xi is z,, l-homogeneous. Let Xp = Xi. Fix i < k and pick 
p, 6~Xi with p < 6. Notice that if ep(q) # es(q), for some v, then either es(q) > n or 
ed(rl) 3 11. 
Let d = (vi: i < 1) be the set of all ordinals q < /3 such that es(q) # es(q). A is finite. 
If A = 8, let q = p. So, suppose A # 8. 
We want q 2 p so that 
(1) dam(q) = max{m: 3i < leB(qi) = m v es(qi) = m) + 1 and 
(2) vi < ~q(e&i)) = q(edr?i)). 
Let f= ei’oes and let g = es1 0 ep. f and g are (partial) one-to-one functions. 
Let fi and gi denote the ith iterate off and g respectively. (So, ,f O and go are the 
identity.) 
Let q be such that 
(i) q(k) = p(k) for all k < n. 
(ii) q(k) = p(l) if k 3 dam(p) and one of the following holds: 
(a) There exists q E {q < CI: es(q) < n} with es(v) = 1 and there exists 0 =f’(q), 
some i < w with cd(O) = k. 
(b) There exists q E {q < c(: eb(q) < n} with es(q) = 1 and there exists 0 = g’(q), 
some i < o with eB(0) = k. 
(iii) q(k) = 0 otherwise. 
We claim that q is a well-defined Cohen condition. For suppose q(k), some 
dam(p) d k < dam(q), has been defined to be both p(l) and p(l’), some 1, I’ < dam(p), 
with p(l) # ~(1’). 
First notice that if n # q’, then ,f ‘(y) #f”(q’), all i, i’. And the same is true for g. 
Hence p(l) and ~(1’) cannot have been set equal to q(k) both because of (a) or both 
because of(b). So suppose, say, hat p(l) has been equal to q(k) because of (a) and ~(1’) 
because of (b). 
Then, there exists i < w with ed(f’(q)) = k and there exists i’ < o with 
e@(g”(q’)) = k, where ep(q) = 1 and e,(q’) = 1’. 
Claim 2.8. Let /I < 6 < ol. 
IfeD = ed(:J), some r, y -c P, c~ # Y, then es(Y), es(a) > es(a). 
Proof of the claim. By property (6) of e, e;.(cc) > go(r). So, by property (4) of r, 
ep(y) > e,(r). Similarly, by (6) and (4) one shows ~~(2) > es(x). I7 
NOW let 8 =f”(fl), 0’ = gi’(q’). So, 0 # 8’ and 0, 0’ < p. By the claim, eO(0), 
~~(0’) > k. Hence. eh(,l“-‘(q)) = eg(U) > k. But, again by the claim, this implies 
eh(0) > k. Contradiction. 
Thus. we have shown that q is a Cohen condition which extends p. Now it is easy to 
see that ep 6, ed. This proves Lemma 2.7. 0 
Corollary 2.9. PI is o-linked. 0 
2.1.1. 
With a little more effort one can show that P, is a-3-linked. For this, use the same 
partition as in the previous lemma and suppose b < 6 < j’ are in the same class. Let 
d be the set of ye < 6 where at least two of eg, e6, et differ. Define a (partial) function 
f:t + [<I”” by .f’(x) = (e;’ ‘eo(s~), ekrl e,](x), ea ‘,le6(~), e;’ pii( ei 1 ’ e:(r). 
e, ’ II C<(E)). For ye < <, let d, = (0: 0 of”, some i < co). Notice that since d is finite, 
so is d,, all q < r. Now define q 3 p as before with clause (ii) replaced by 
(ii) There exists VEX with either es(q) or eB(q) or e:(q) equal to 1, some /~dom(p), 
and there exists OE~, with either es(U) or c,(O) or e,(O) equal to k. 
To see that q is a Cohen condition, suppose towards a contradiction that e,“(O) = k, 
e,,(O’) = k, where U~.f’~(q) and t?‘~J‘~‘(tl’), some i, i’, some q, q’, and suppose e,,(q) = I, 
e,(v’) = l’, where I, I’ < n, I # I’, and x,,, z,, r2, cx3 6 {/I, b;, < 1. We may assume i, i’ are 
the least such. Hence, we may assume 0 # 0’. But if 0 # a’, notice by Claim 2.8, that 
either e,(O) > k or e,(O’) > k, where XE (p, 6, <) and r # x0, aI. So, suppose, say, 
e,(O) > k. Let ‘1 = ylo, 41, )12, .. . . ‘lip,, vi = 0 be a sequence of ordinals that leads 
through.ffrom q to 0 i.e., for every j < i, qjE,f“(q) and for every j < i, e,(qi) = r,,(u]j+ ,), 
some s(, X’ E {/I, 6, 5 ]. Then, for all j < i, r,(ulj) > k, all u E {[j, (5, < ). A contradiction. 
It is not very hard to find a counterexample which shows that the partition used 
above is too coarse to yield that P, is a-4-linked. (This is also true if one further 
requires that for x, /I in the same class, the ranges of elr eg restricted to dam(p) are the 
same, and also the ordering is the same.) For instance, let SI < p < y < 6 < 01, all in 
the same class. Let q1 < q2 < 11~ < q4 < kls < 11~ < a. Let dam(p) = 3. Now suppose 
e,(qz) = ep(ull) = e,.(rllJ = Q(v,) = 1, ez(V3) = e0(q4) = ~~(yl~) = ed(r16) = 2, and 
eY(q2) = e6(r14) = 7. It is easy now to fill in the blanks in accordance to conditions 
(l)-(6) of e. 
2.1.2. 
In the first version of this paper it was incorrectly claimed that PI, as constructed 
above, was o-centered. We thank the referee for detecting a gap in our proof, as well as 
for suggesting several other improvements. In fact, we do not know whether it is 
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possible to obtain a o-centered version of Pi from an e constructed from a c-sequence 
on wi. Todorcevic has noticed, however, that an indirect construction of a a-centered 
analog of P, is still possible using the completeness of L”(Q), i.e., co-logic with the 
quantifier “there exist uncountably many” (see [16]). We now give TodorEevic’s 
argument. 
Let r be the following set of sentences of L”‘(Q) with the additional relational 
symbols 6, E, 6,, K, Z, where 6, <, are binary, and E, K, Z are ternary: 
(1) The sentence saying that < is a or -like ordering, i.e., < is a well-ordering and 
QX(X < x) A Vyl Qz(z < y). 
(2) The sentence saying that E is a function on increasing pairs into the integers, i.e., 
Vxyx (Exyz + x < y A Nz) A Vxz (Exxz + z = 0) 
A Vxyz,,zl (Exyz, A Exyzl + z. = z,). 
(3) The sentence saying that E satisfies conditions (l))(6) of e. 
(4) fi <, rii for all pn <cohen pm, where (pi: i < co} is some fixed enumeration 
of UCW. 
c 5?, ifi for all pn $CM~ pm. 
(5) KGifi for all i, n, m such that n, mEdom(pi) and pi(n) = Pi(m). 
(6) Vxyz(Zxyz -+ Nx A Ny) and for each 0 < k < CO, 
vxyz,, . . ..Zk ,A, ZXyZi+jX' Nx' A X' 6, X A V’ti ,..., tkVUi ,..., Uk 
l<k 
A (Etiziui A EtjZjUj A Ui # Uj)+ Kx’UiUj 
))) i,j< k 
We have shown that PI is o-linked. Hence, productive-ccc (3.1). So, the Tychonoff 
w-product of P, is ccc and by forcing with it we have that PI is o-centered in the 
forcing extension. So, if z denotes the o-centering partitions of oi (one for each Cohen 
condition p) induced by the a-centering partition on PI, we have that (wi, e, z) is 
a model of r in the generic extension. (Of course, the other nonlogical symbols are 
given their intended interpretations.) 
It follows that r is consistent in the generic extension. But “r is consistent” is an 
arithmetical statement and therefore absolute for transitive models of ZF. So, r is 
consistent in L. By the completenes theorem for L”(Q), r has a standard model in L. 
i.e., Q is interpreted as “there exist uncountably many” and N is interpreted as (0. 
Looking at Keisler’s proof of the completeness theorem, we see that the model for 
r is the union of a oi elementary chain J&‘~ < &r < ... < J&” < ... of “weak-models” 
(see [16]), where unions are taken at limit stages. 
In L, we can arrange that this chain be C, i.e., the map x H dz is C, . In effect, let 
do be the least in the well-ordering of L weak-model in which r and all axioms of 
L’“(Q) hold. At each successor step c( + 1 &+ 1 is the least (countable) weak-model that 
is an elementary extension cf.& and which satkjies the conditions of Lemma 2.8 qf[ 163. 
At limit stages take unions. 
To see that this chain is C,, it is enough to see that the successor step is X, (see 
[12,2.14.5]). Let cp be the last emphasized sentence. cp holds iff 
3 M (M a transitive model of ZF A ,&, xl,+, EM A M k q) 
which is zr. 
Now let & = (A, E, 2) be the union of the chain. So, A, E, and 2 are Cr. For 
.Y E A c--) 3% (c( is a countable ordinal A x E A,), 
(x, y, M) E E ++ 3r (x is a countable ordinal A (x, !:, n) 6 E,), 
(n, WI, z) E Z H 3 SI (x is a countable ordinal A (n, MZ, X) E Z,). 
Notice that in building the chain, we could as well have assumed that for each 2, the 
universe of &* is an ordinal. In that case, A = W, and, therefore. over HC=del. (x: 
)7X’(s)\ < (I), ), both dam(E) and dam(Z) are d, Hence, E, Z are d 1 definable over 
UC. This gives a d, -definable over UC, o-centered version of P, 
2.1.3. 
To get a o-centered version of Pz, we need the tree used to define P, to be special. 
Let T be as before. 
Definition 2.10. Let S = u (T(x + 1): ‘x < W, ). i.e., S is the set of all successor nodes 
of T. 
Fact 2.11. S = (S, <s) is an uncountable .&tree qf‘ T, tvhere ds = GT IS. 0 
Fact 2.12 (Galvin). S is special, i.e., S is the union of countahlJ1 manJ1 antichains. 
Proof. Suppose F : T-+ R is an embedding (see Fact 1.6). Let (r,: n E to) be a fixed 
enumeration of the rationals. Ifs ES, let s- be its predecessor under <r and let s E A,, 
iff F(Y) < r, < F(s). Clearly, u (A,: nEti), - ’ S. For each n E tr), A, is an antichain, for 
if s, SEA,, s #t and s Gid t, then s <T t- and, therefore, r,, < F(s) d F(t- ) < r’,. 
Contradiction. 0 
Definition 2.13. For every .Y E w”, let S, = (S, <, /S), where <, is as in Definition 1.7. 
The following lemmas are the versions of S of Lemmas 1.11 and 2.6 above. 
Lemma 2.14. Suppose M is a transitive model qfZF_ + DC such that CO? = (I), and 
SEM. lj’c~to LI) is Cohen ouer M, then M [c] k “S, is a Suslin tree”. 0 
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Definition 2.15. For each IZ EO, let 0,: [S]’ -+ w be 7c, YS, where 7c, is as in 
Definition 2.5. 
Lemma 2.16. For each nEW, S is the union of _finitely many sets each of them CT” 
1 -homogeneous. 0 
Definition 2.17. Let bi YS = u { GP IS: ~EO<~} (see Definition 1.9 above). Let 
si, = (S, dt YS). 
Lemma 2.18. For every p E o<“‘, there is a partition ( Y,P: n E w} qf S such that, for every 
nEo and ecery x < p < w,, 7 < 6 < cul, if (c(, p), (y, 6) E Y:, with c( d y, then there is 
q 2 p such that q IF “eO lx & e6 r;l”. 
Proof. Fix PEW<~. Fix U {A ,,,: meof = S a partition of S into countably many 
antichains. 
Let u {Xp: i < k ’ - S, some k < W, be a finite partition of S into cl,, l-homogene- 
ous sets. Then, let : - ,pk+i= A,nXP. 0 
Definition 2.19. Let P, = Cohen * Q?, where Qr is a Cohen name for the forcing notion 
that specializes S,. (See Definition 1.14.) 
Fact 2.20. Forcing with P, specializes S,. 0 
Lemma 2.21. P, is a-centered. 
Proof. Fix p EO<~. We may assume that conditions are of form (p,f), where 
f= <(epO ta0, no), (qI ~~l,nl),...,(q~r-l txk-1, nk_ ,)) and all the f’s have the same 
length k < o. 
Moreover, we can assume that for everyfand every eg, loci, eg, rccjEdom(f’) with 
Cxi < xj, either p II “e/j, r xi 6,: e/j, t@j" or p It “ep, rai Qt e/l, Tz~,‘. 
We can also assume that the Y1i’s are fixed. 
Let h:dom(f’) + OJ be given by: h(e,l, rai) = m, iff mi is the least n such that 
(a,, pi) E Y,P (see Lemma 2.18). 
Without loss of generality, the rnts are also fixed. 
Given (p,_&), . , (p,$), we need to find q > p such that (q, u, ~ n A) is a condition. 
So, suppose (p,.h) = (P, <(e/j,, raj.i> nj)>j<tc). Let d = {s: 3io, il d n3j,,j, < k(q < 
%. i”, 'J, .i, A e\j,,, I(q) # el,,.r,(q))}. A is finite. So, we can find 1 < w large enough so that 
eS, ,(q) < 1 whenever qEd, j < k, i < n, and v] < xj,i. Let q > p with dam(q) = 1 be SO 
that whenever i < j < 1 and j > dam(p), then q(i) # q(j). 
Notice that for every I~, lI < II, and every j,, j, < k, either q It eg ,,,.,,, raj_i,, de 
e/j!, ,, Taj,. i, Or 4 IF e/3, ,,., (, rorjo. i, d? ep, ,,,, r T,, iI. 
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Now fix i0 # ir, ie, i, d n, and j,, jr < k and suppose njO = nj,. We will show that 
4 )I ep,,,. ,,, r '%jol i, Q i e/i,, ,, r3(j,.I,. We may assume Xjo,,, d x,,l.,I. 
Case 1: .h = j, Then (xi,. co, P,,, ,,X (5,. ,, , pi,. ;,) E Yi!,, So, from 2.18, there must exist 
i’ < Mjo, i,, with ep,,, ,(y) # ep,, ,,(y) and either ep, ,,_,,, (11) or ep ,,,,, (y) is greater or equal than 
I pl. Now it follows from the properties of q that q IF elj,,, ,,, lai,. ;,, & elji ,,,, r xi,, i,. 
Case 2: j, #jr. By condition (2) in the definition of Q(:, we have p IF ej{,,,,,,, lctjo, 1,~ Z& 
e/,!, ,,) lcCjl ,,“. This means that there exists 7 < IX,,), ,<I such that elj,,, ,,,(~)~lpl, elji, ,,,(~)~lpl, 
and p(eg ,,,.,, J?)) + p(e/j! ,.,,, (7)). So, if q Ikep ,,,, 1,, tgjjo.,,, bt eg ,,,,, TX,,.!, it follows that 
ep, ,,,, (^r)Elplandp(egi ,,,,,, (?))=p(ep ,,,, (~)).Butsince(~jcil.i,,,Bi,,i,),(xi,.l,,P ,,,,, )EY&,we 
have p(ep, J1;)) = p(ep,,.,,(y)). Contradiction. 0 I 
Remarks. (1) Kunen has shown that if ZFC + “there exists a weakly-compact cardi- 
nal” is consistent, then so is ZFC + MA+ “every projective set of reals is Lebesgue 
measurable and has the Baire property”. Also, Harrington and Shelah proved in [ 1 l] 
that MA plus “or is an inaccessible cardinal in L” implies that w, is weakly-compact 
in L. Thus, the assumption that, for some real x, wktxl = w1 in 2.3 cannot be 
eliminated. 
(2) It is known that adding a Cohen real to a model of MA preserves MA(g- 
centered) (see [19], and [20] for a correct proof). It is also well-known that MA(o- 
centered) implies that for every real x there is a comeager set of Cohen reals over L[x], 
which is equivalent to “all zi sets have the property of Baire” [lS]. Therefore, if we 
add a Cohen real to a model of MA(a-centered) + w?‘~’ = (01, some real x, we have 
that in the generic extension all d:(x) sets have the property of Baire. To see this, 
suppose 3 y, cp(z, y) and 3 y II/(z, y) are 1: formulas (may be with x as a parameter) and 
suppose 
where c is Cohen-generic over I/ i.e., X = dS (z: 3ycp(z, y)} is a d:(x) set of reals in 
VCCI. 
Let r be the canonical Cohen-name for a Cohen real. It is easy to see that if 
C denotes the set of reals which are Cohen-generic over L[x], then 
C n 13 y cp(~, y)J E X. In V we have: 
(a) PY &,Y)I~I~Y W,Y)I =O 
(b) 13~ ~~(73 Y)I u 113~ $(c y)lj = 1. 
So, since for a Bore1 set being meager is an absolute property, (a) and (b) also hold in 
V[c]. But the sentence “{ y: y is not Cohen over L[x]) is meager” is C:(x) and, 
therefore, upward absolute. Hence, C is comeager in V[c]. 
We can conclude, therefore, that MA(o-centered) is too weak a fragment of MA to 
imply, together with opt*’ = or, some real x, that there is a d i(x) set of reals without 
the property of Baire. So, our assumption that every Aronszajn tree is special cannot 
be eliminated (although it could possibly be substituted by e.g., every (or, or)-gap is 
strong (see [S])). 
(3) The theories ZFCf “there exists a Mahlo cardinal” and ZFC + MA(o- 
centered)+ V.u G r~(tn~‘“~ < (0,) are equiconsistent. (See [ 141.) Thus, it follows 
from Theorem 2.3 that the consistency strength of ZFC + MA(cr-centered)+ “every 
Aronszajn tree is special”+ “all zl: sets have the property of Baire” is at least a Mahlo 
cardinal. 
(4) We do not know whether “every Aronszajn tree is special”+ 3~ G 
0) 1” ( Q :_ [x’ = toI)+ “every d: set has the Baire property” is consistent. 
3. The relative strength of fragments of Martin’s axiom 
Several conditions stronger than the ccc and the corresponding weaker forms of 
MA have been considered in the literature (see [28]). In this section we shall compare 
some of these weaker forms of MA. We are interested in the implications between the 
axioms that will show that the fragment of Martin’s axiom used in the main theorem 
of the last section is indeed a weak fragment of MA. We start with some definitions 
Definition 3.1. A poset P is productice ccc if for every ccc poset Q, P x Q is ccc. 
Clearly, all productive-ccc posets are ccc. Also, if T is a Suslin tree, then T x T is not 
ccc. 
If P is g-linked (2.2), then P is productive-ccc (see [12, 4.23.121). Also, if P is 
o-centered (2.2) then P is a-linked. 
It is well-known that the random forcing is o-linked and not g-centered. It is also 
known (see [9], and [27] for a Bore1 version) that there exists a poset which is 
productive-ccc and is not o-linked. So, the only implications are the following: 
a-centered + o-linked * Productive-ccc * ccc. 
Therefore we have 
MA * MA(Productive-ccc) * MA(o-linked) * MA(a-centered). 
We shall see that these are the only implications. 
Theorem 3.2. MA(o-centered) + There exists a random real over L. 
Proof. Assume V = L and let P,,,, = lim, (P,, da: x < w2) be an iteration with finite 
support such that 
(1) PO is o-centered and for every x < 02, lkpX “Qjl is a-centered”. 
(2) V?,J~ 1 MA(a-centered). 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3. Let PO = lim, (P,, &: 2 < /I), 181 < 2’0 be an iteration with jinite 
support offorcing notions satisfying 
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(1) PO is o-centered. 
(2) For every x < /?, Itp, “Qz is o-centered”. 
Then, P0 is o-centered. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let IpI < 2’0. We need the following fact: 
Fact 3.4. wp with product topology contains a countable dense subset. (See [7].) 
So, let D E wp be countable and dense. Let PO = u,,,, PO(n) be a a-centering 
partition and, for every s( < 8, let IF, “&( ) II is a o-centering partition” We may assume 
1 p0 E P,(O) and for every x < /$ lkpz “i oz E Q,(O)“. 
Claim 3.5. Ph = { p E PO : V ct < /J 3n( p r s( IF “p(r) I&“)} is dense in PO. 
Proof of Claim 3.5. By induction on x < b. 
c( = ?/ + 1: Fix PEP,. Let p,;,~Pj. besuch that p6 < p ryandp; I~“p(y)~C&(n,)“, some 
n;.Eco. Put p: = (p.:,, p(y)). 
c( limit: Fix PEP,. Since supp(p) is finite, there exists y < x such that supp(p) d y. 
Let P_:,E P.:, be so that p.; < p ty. Then, let pi be such that p: ry = p; and for all 
1’ G 6 < X, p;(6) = iQs. 0 
For each j’~ D, let 
PJ = ip: vaesuPP(P)(P tccl~“P(r)E~,(f(r)~‘)} 
Clearly, Pf is centered. We claim that Pb = UIED Pf. For suppose PE Pj. Let U = 
{h:P+ o:V~~fiP(a~supp(p) A p trl~“p(cc)EQ,(n)” + h(r) = H}. Since supp(p) is 
finite, U is a basic open subset of wlr. By the density of D, we can find f’~ D with fe U. 
So, for all x < /?, if SI E supp( p), then II(X) = f (3). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (continued). Suppose V’y,j: k “i is random over L”. Let B be the 
complete subalgebra of r.o.(P,,z) generated by i. The following is true: 
(1) There exists p < w2 such that B is a complete subalgebra of r.o.(Pa). 
(2) B is isomorphic to the random algebra. 
By Lemma 3.3, r.o.(PO) is a-centered and therefore so is B. But this is impossible 
since the Random algebra is not g-centered. (See, e.g., [6, 1.51). 0 
Corollary 3.6. MA(a-centered) + MA(a-linked). 
Suslin forcing, i.e., forcing notions whose set of conditions, the ordering, and the 
incompatibility relation are Z’i sets of reals was first introduced in [13]. In [2] we 
developed the theory of Suslin forcing and showed that every Suslin ccc poset is 
productive-ccc. 
The following theorem was essentially proved in [4]. So, we only give here a brief 
sketch of the proof and we refer the reader to [4] for further details. 
Theorem 3.7. MA(o-linked) j> MA(Su.slin-ccc). 
Proof. Let P be a Suslin ccc poset which is not a-linked below any condition. Assume 
V = L and let P,,,, = lim, (P,, 0%: r < w2) be a finite-support iteration of forcing 
notions satisfying 
(1) PO is o-linked and for every x < cu2, It, ‘Y& is o-linked”. 
(2) Vyl: b MA(a-linked). 
Lemma 3.8. Let PO = lim, (P,, &: z < fl), [fl[ < 2’0, be an iteration with finite 
support of,forcing notions satisfying: 
(1) PO is a-linked. 
(2) For euery a < /3, lkpx “& is o-linked”. 
Then, P0 is o-linked. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3.3. 0 
Now suppose Vpcg: I“4 is P-generic over L”. We may assume 4 is of size K, Hence, 
there is /I < w2 such that 9 is a Pg-term. Let B be the complete subalgebra of r.o.(PD) 
generated by 4. By Lemma 3.8, B is a-linked. But this contradicts the fact that P is not 
o-linked below any condition. This proves Theorem 3.7. 0 
We turn now to the problem of determining the strength of the assumption that 
every Aronszajn tree is special (henceforth abbreviated by EATS) together with 
MA(a-centered). This is the fragment of MA used in the main theorem of the last 
section and it might be argued that, after all, maybe MA(a-centered) + EATS implies 
the full MA. As we shall see this is certainly not the case. 
Roitman [19,20] showed that after adding a Random real to a model of MA there 
exist two ccc posets P, and P2 such that their product is not ccc and, therefore, MA is 
destroyed. However, MA(a-linked) is preserved (see [3] for a correct proof of this 
result). On the other hand, Laver [17] has shown that EATS is also preserved by 
adding a random real. Thus, if we add a random real to a model of MA we obtain 
a model of MA(a-linked) + EATS where MA fails. We shall present a stronger 
theorem of TodorEevic whom we thank for letting us include it here. 
Definition 3.9 (Abraham, Rubin and Shelah Cl]). A set of reals E is entangled if E is 
uncountable and for every n < o and every s E 2”, in every uncountable family F E E” 
of increasing (under the usual ordering of the reals) and pairwise disjoint n-tuples we 
can find two x and y in F such that Vi < II (xi < yi o si = 0). 
Let x(s)y abbreviate the preceding formula. 
It is easy to see that if E is any uncountable set of Cohen reals, then E is entangled. 
Moreover, TodorEevic has shown ([24]) that CH implies that there exists an en- 
tangled set of reals. On the other hand, MA implies that there are no entangled sets of 
reals of cardinality less than the continuum. (See Corollary 3.11.) The following 
theorem is taken from 1261 with the author’s permission. 
Theorem 3.10 (Todorcevic). Assume 0 = 0” > (11. Then, there is a finite support ccc 
iteration PO such that VP8 satisjes 2 h’o = 0 + MA(Productice-ccc) + “every Aronszqjn 
tree is special” + “there exists an entangled set of reals”. 
We are interested in the following corollary, which we shall prove first. 
Corollary 3.11. MA(Productive-ccc) + “Etlery Aronszajn tree is special” does not 
imply MA. 
Proof. It is well-known that MA implies that every ccc poset is productive ccc. (See 
[12,4.23.13]). Hence, it will be enough to show that the existence of an entangled set 
of reals implies that there exist ccc posets Pi and P2 such that PI x Pz is not ccc. (This 
is proved in a more genera1 form in [24,6]). 
So, let E be an entangled set of reals of cardinality i. > o. Let {r,: r < I.) be 
a one-to-one enumeration of E, and let F = { (ra, r,+ 1 ): Y even < j”). We consider 
F as a subposet of E x E with the product ordering. 
Let PI be the collection of all finite chains of F, and let P2 be the collection of all 
finite antichains of F considered as posets under the reversed inclusion ordering. 
We claim that PI (and PZ) is ccc. To see this, suppose that A c PI is uncountable. 
By a d-lemma argument we may assume that all the elements of A are disjoint and of 
the same size n < CO. 
Let D be a countable dense subset of E. 
Every member of A can be separated by a set of 2n intervals with end-points in 
D. Since Ki is regular, we may assume that the separating set of intervals is the 
same for each p E A. Now using the entangledness of E we can find two compatible 
members of A. 
The product PI x P2 is not ccc since {((u}, , ‘af ): a E F j is a pairwise incompatible 
subset of P, x Pz. This completes the proof of Corollary 3.11. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. We may assume we have an entangled set E in the ground 
model. 
Let PO = lim, (P,; 0%: x < 0) be the usual finite-support iteration that forces 
MA, module the requirement that the posets being iterated preserve the entangle- 
dness of E. 
The theorem will follow from the following three lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.12. If T is a tree with no uncountable chain and ifQr is the poset of allfinite 
antichains of T, then Qr preserves the entangledness of E. 
Proof. We need the following fact. 
Fact 3.13. Suppose E is entangled. Then, for every n < LU, every SE 2”, and every 
uncountable family F of increasing and pairwise disjoint n-tuples from E, we can find 
X, Y G F uncountable such that for every XEX and every YE Y, x(s)y. 
Proof of the fact. Fix n, s, and F. First notice that the relation (s) is transitive. Hence, it 
will be enough to see that there exists x E E” such that the sets X = { y E F: y(s)x} and 
Y = {YE F: x(s)y} are uncountable. 
Let Fk = (x,: XE F). So, Fk is uncountable, all k < n. Let D be a countable dense 
subset of E. We can find y0 E D such that both Fi = {x0 E FO: y. < x0} and 
F,’ = {x0 E FO: x0 < yO} are uncountable. 
Now if s(0) = s( 1) = 0 or s(0) = s(1) = 1, then we can find y, ED such that both 
Fy” = fxi~F,: x~EF~ A yi < xi} and Fy’ = (x~EF,: x~EFT A x, < yI) are un- 
countable. Similarly, if s(0) = 1, s(1) = 1 or if s(0) = 1, s( 1) = 0, we can find yl ED such 
that Fj” = (x~EF,: x~EFA A y, <x1} and F:’ = {x,EF~: x,EF~ A y, < x1] are 
uncountable. Proceeding in this way we obtain y = (yO, . . . . yn- i) as required. 0 
To prove Lemma 3.12 suppose we have s ~2” and fi a Q,-term for an uncountable 
subset of E”. We may assume, without loss of generality, that X = {x E E”: (x, a,) E p’, 
some a, E QT 1 consists of increasing pairwise-disjoint n-tuples. Also, we may assume 
that A = {a,: x6X) is uncountable. 
By the Fact above, we can find AO, A 1 c A uncountable such that for all a, E A, and 
all b,EA,, x(s)y. 
We may assume that all conditions in A, have the same size k0 and all the 
conditions in A, have the same size kI. 
To finish the proof it will be enough to find a, E A,, and b, E AI so that a, and b, are 
compatible. So, suppose otherwise. Since T has no uncountable chain, every node in 
T has only countably many predecessors. Therefore, we can find (c,: CI < oi) such 
that: 
1. If K is even, then C,E A, and if CI is odd, then C,E AI. 
2. For every c( < fi < GUI, if c( is even and fi is odd, or if CI is odd and ,5’ is even, then 
there exist i, j < k = max{ko, k,} such that c,(i) <r cp(j). 
We may assume A0 = {a,: CI < ml} and AI = (6,: CI < oI}, where a, = Cam, 
b, = c20+1. Let @ be a uniform ultrafilter on wi. We may assume {K < al: 
c1 even) Ea. 
For 6 < oi odd, all i, j < k, let A6(i, j) = {cx < o 1: ca(i) cT c,(j)}. Notice that for 
all but countably many even z < o i,aEAG(i,j),somei,j<k.So,foreach6<olodd, 
ui j<k A6(i,j)E@. It follows that for each 6 < w1 odd we can find id, j, so that 
Ad(idrjS)~%. Hence, there exists B G o1 uncountable, all &E B odd, and i,j < y1 such 
that is = i and j, = j for all 6 E B. 
Now fix 6 <; in B and choose cc~A~(i, j) n A,.(i, j) with c( > 7. Then, 
es(i), c,(i) cT c,(j). Hence, since T is a tree, c6(i) and c,.(i) are comparable. Thus, 
(ca(i): ii E B) is an uncountable chain in T. Contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.14. If F G E” is a disjoint family qf’ increasing n-tuples and if SET”, 
then the poset Qb qf all finite p C_ F such that x(s)y or y(s)x ,fbr all x # y in 
p is ccc. 
Proof. Let A = {pa: c( < LUG ) G Qi be an uncountable subset of Qi. We may assume 
all pZ have the same size m. For each x < w1 we fix an ordering (p,(i): i < m) of pa. Let 
D be a countable dense subset of E. Each pa can be separated by a sequence of n.m 
disjoint intervals with end-points in D. So, we may assume without loss of generality 
that the separating sequences of intervals is the same for all z < ol. Now suppose 
x, /J’ < o1 and i, j < m with i fj. If p,(i)(s)pa( j), then pU(i)(s)pp( j). Similarly, if 
p,( j)(s)p,(i), then also pp( j)(s)ps(i), and therefore, pp( j)(s)p,(i). So, without loss of 
generality, for every Y, /3 < (ti1 and every i,j < m with i fj, either p,(i)(s)ps( j) or 
pa( j)(s)p,(i). Now view each pa as an element of En.“’ and take s’ to be the concatena- 
tion of m copies of s. Since E is entangled we can find x # /I such that p,(s’)pa. i.e., for 
every i < m, p,(i)(s)ps(i). 0 
Lemma 3.15. Suppose E is an entangled set and let P, = lim, (P,, &:CI < 6) 
he a.finite support ccc iteration ofposets that preserve the entangledness of E, i.e., It, “E 
is entangled” and ,for every x < 8, VP’ k Ita, “E is entangled”. Then, VP0 b “E is 
entangled”. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is true for /I < 0. Towards a contradiction, let p, p’, s G 2”, 
some n, witness that Vpe != E is not entangled”, i.e., p Ik “F is an uncountable family of 
increasing pairwise disjoint members of E” and for no x, JJEF’, x(s)y or y(s)x”. 
For each x E E”, choose qX E Pp, qX d p, with qX IF “x E @” if there is such. Otherwise, 
let qX = 0. Without loss of generality, A = {qX: x E E” A qX # 0} is uncountable. Let 
A’ G A uncountable be such that {support( qXgA’} form a d-system with root r. 
Pick 6 < H with 6 2 r. 
Fix {q\-,: x < ;_) an enumeration of A’. 
Claim 3.16. There exists p’ < p such that p’ IF “{CC: q,z E d) is uncountable”, where d is 
the canonical name for the generic. 
Proof. Otherwise, let 
B = {Y/: 3p’ < p(p’W “sup{cc: qy,EG3 = yl)]. 
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Since PO is ccc, B is countable. Let ye = max B. Thus, q < oi. Now, qx,+ I IF “q + 1 E 
{M: q.y, E d }“. Hence, ql,+, It “sup { a: qu, E 6) > q”. Contradiction. This proves the 
Claim. 0 
Fix p’ < p as in Claim 3.16. Suppose G, is Pp-generic with P’E G,, some 0 > fi > 6. 
The set (X qx, 1 fl E G,} is uncountable. For otherwise we can extend G, to a generic 
G for the whole iteration and then V[G] 1 “{a: qu,EG} is countable”. 
Since E is entangled in V’fl, we can find x, y E E such that qx r/l, qy 1 /II E G, and either 
x(s)y or y(s)x. But since r c /?, qx, qy are compatible. So, we can find q G qx, qy so that 
q It “q*_, qye d and either x(s)y or y(s)x”. This proves Lemma 3.15. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.10 (conclusion). We have to show that any 0 E VP8 which is (of 
size < 0 and) productive ccc in VP8 is equal to some & whenever the book-keeping 
gives it to us. 
Otherwise, in VP=, e kills the entangledness of E. So, in VP’ we can find s E 2”, some 
n, and a Q-term $ witnessing this fact. We may assume that for every (qx, x), (qy, y) E I’, 
x(s)y implies q*_, qy are incompatible. Let F = {x: (qx, x)E~}. Since in VP@ E is 
entangled, & is ccc. But clearly, 0 x 0s: is not ccc. Contradiction. q 
4. Final remarks 
(1) Although we have shown that MA(a-centered) is indeed a weak fragment of 
MA, and although we know that MA(o-centered) + EATS is weaker than MA, we 
still do not know how strong in MA(o-centered) + EATS compared to other frag- 
ments of MA. For example, we do not know whether it implies MA(Productive-ccc) 
or even MA(a-linked). It probably does not and, in fact, it probably does not even 
imply that there is a random real over L. 
(2) In [14], Judah and Shelah gave a different proof of the Harrington-Shelah 
theorem: MA + !lx g @“(o~tX1 = wi) implies that there is a d: set without the Baire 
property. They show that MA + ~xEo~(w~[~’ = wi) implies that there exists 
a d: rapid filter and, therefore, a d: set which is neither measurable nor has the 
property of Baire. This improves the result of Harrington and Shelah in the measure 
case, for they had only proved it for Z: sets. 
Thus, a natural question is whether our main result of Section 2 has its analogous in 
the measure case. i.e., does MA(o-centered) + EATS + wftX1 = wi imply that there is 
a nonmeasurable d:(x) set? 
This is not the case and, in fact, MA(a-linked) + EATS + o:‘~’ = oi is consistent 
with the measurability of all d:(x) sets. To see this, start with a model of 
MA + &txl = wi, some real x, and add a random real. In the generic extension we 
have MA(o-linked) + EATS + ,ftX1 = o1 by results of Roitman and Laver (see [3]). 
Now an argument as in the last remark of the previous section shows that all d:(x) 
sets are measurable. 
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